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Transmon NISQ deviceWe use the ibmqx4 processor on the IBM Q Experience [5]:

Simulation method
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Conclusions: 
● Simulation and experiment match excellently
● Both are far from the ideal result (diamonds)
● Errors are generic for transmon processors [3,7]We conclude that the simulation model captures the errors in the NISQ device very well.
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Breakdown of computation: V transformation is the bottleneck:
single-threaded multi-threaded

Quantum circuit: 1. prepare Q0 in |+⟩2. prepare Q1 to Q4 in |+〉 or |0〉 or |1〉3. wait for some “idle” time→ ideally: nothing happens→ in practice: crosstalk moves qubits!4. rotate Q0 around y axis by π/2→ ideally: |+〉 → |1〉 → in practice: depends on “idle” time!5. measure Q0
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The simulator determines the state of the device |Ψ(t)〉 at time t by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE),
where the hardware model has       transmons and        resonators [1],
 

Algorithm: Suzuki-Trotter product-formula algorithm [2,3]:

uint64_t inc = 1;
for(int i = NTr-1; i >= 0; --i, inc <<= 2) {
    uint64_t incl = inc << 2;
    #pragma omp for collapse(2)
    for(uint64_t K = 0; K < dim; K += incl)
        for(uint64_t M = 0; M < inc; ++M)
            mul4x4(&Vn[16*i], &psi[K | M], inc);
}
for(int r = NRes-1; r >= 0; --r, inc <<= 2) {
    uint64_t incl = inc << 2;
    #pragma omp for collapse(2)
    for(uint64_t K = 0; K < dim; K += incl)
        for(uint64_t M = 0; M < inc; ++M)
            mul4x4(&Va[16*r], &psi[K | M], inc);
}

Quantum gates: implemented by optimized, time-dependent pulses [4] with the same shape as those used on the IBM Q Experience [5]. Single-qubit gates have Gaussian envelopes, and two-qubit gates use the echoed cross-resonance scheme [6]:
Implementation:exponentials are diagonal; V is a four-component transformation:

Basis: 4 coefficients for each resonator and each transmon:

BenchmarkRun times on the JURECA cluster for moderate system sizes:(a)

Time evolution of Q0 to Q4: (from left to right)

Crosstalk experiment
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